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I love the game, except for the fact that some of the coach cars on trains don't have an inside passenger view For example the
Amtrak Acela Express. Everything in the game is so well detailed. I believe that can be too.. Scenarios? What Scenarios a few
quick drive options? Rubbish and not worth the money.. I would recommend this train to anyone who is deaf, because the
sounds are terrible on this train. Doesn't seem like Dovetail Games puts any effort or even suggestions into their products. Horn
isn't even close to the real train, nor the sound of the train when you accelerate. One of the worst trains in the game for sound.
Big Disappointment.. Ive Just Noticed That This Train's Coaches Have The Same Sound As The Class 43 HSTs Coaches. Its one
of my favorite trains to run on Train Simulator 2015. but i strongly think it could be better if they included a passenger veiw
along with allowing the mirrors to fold in and out when the train is in station. It's the small things like this that will make this
train one of the best out there.. pros - get to drive the train.. This is a nice train to drive and it also gives you more scenarios to
play on the Northeast Corridor Route. I recomend this one.
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